
Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


From: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:49 PM


To: Dewhirst, David (Federal)


Cc: Semsar, Joseph (Federal); Hull, Cordell (Federal); Kelley, Karen (Federal); Roberts,


Julie (Federal); Jacobs, Neil (Federal); Luce, John (Federal); Wheeler, Kevin (Federal);


Jordan, Taylor (Federal)


Subject: Re: Remarks


Confirmed with Kevin and John that we all concur on the edit.  Many thanks.


Stu


On Mon, Sep 9, 2019 at 8:38 PM Dewhirst, David (Federal) <DDewhirst@doc.gov> wrote:


CUI/PRIV


Stu,


Only one suggested edit to 





With this adjustment, I think it looks great - and I know Neil will do a fantastic job tomorrow.


---

David Dewhirst


Deputy General Counsel


U.S. Department of Commerce


ddewhirst@doc.gov


c. 


*Sent from my iPhone. Please excuse any typos.


From: Stuart Levenbach - NOAA Federal <Stuart.Levenbach@noaa.gov>


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 9:23:13 PM


To: Semsar, Joseph (Federal) <JSemsar@doc.gov>; Dewhirst, David (Federal) <DDewhirst@doc.gov>; Hull, Cordell


(Federal) <CHull@doc.gov>; Kelley, Karen (Federal) < @doc.gov>


Cc: Roberts, Julie (Federal) <Julie.Roberts@noaa.gov>; Jacobs, Neil (Federal) <neil.jacobs@noaa.gov>; Luce, John


(Federal) <john.luce@noaa.gov>; Wheeler, Kevin (Federal) <Kevin.Wheeler@noaa.gov>; Jordan, Taylor (Federal)


<Taylor.Jordan@noaa.gov>


Subject: Remarks


DOC:


Please see attached, which is based on the conversations that we had.  I know Karen was thinking
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DOC:


Please see attached, which is based on the conversations that we had.  I know Karen was thinking




Neil is polishing the personal stories, but in the interest of time we wanted to get you the key

elements that speak to the concerns that have been raised over the past several days.


There is also some additional language on Administration accomplishments regarding weather

forecasting.  We are expecting this to be non-controversial, but welcome any feedback.


We will be standing by for your comments.   Thanks very much.


Stu


(b)(5)


	Re Remarks

